
  Best Practice Overview 

 
Software Testing 

Understanding Effort and Impact 
Taking software testing seriously may radically change how you design and develop code.  To what 

degree do you test your code today?  How many teams completely skip testing altogether?  What is the 

cost to fix a defect during design and development versus after deployment?  Can you afford to not 

implement some structured testing into your process.  Doing test well will likely be an iterative process 

and the effort will vary for teams.  What you will likely realize is that test really should not be an 

afterthought, but rather test will begin to drive your development process.  For those teams who place a 

high value on quality and reduced software cost, software testing will be an essential step in your 

process. 

Learning 
Begin at www.ni.com/labviewcoe >> Engineer Good Software >> Software Testing.  Before embarking 

on a defined plan, review the sessions, blogs, articles and especially the extra items and books on the 

resources tab. You may want to learn how to use some of the tools that are in the community and you 

may want to dive into a book or two.   

 Begin by going to the resources tab and following the “Unit Testing Group.”  Testing is a hot 

topic in many circles and innovation will appear here first. 

 Investigate the available tools:  Unit Test Framework, JKI Unit Tester, etc. 

 Take the time to meet with peers and seek to understand what has worked for their teams. 

 Learn about Test Driven Development and how a concerted effort to test well will impact your 

design process. 

Practicing 
Rather than rush to a quick solution, equip your team to experiment with ideas and look at ways to 

change other parts of your software engineering process.  Maybe you do want to think afresh how you 

“design for testing.”  Maybe unit test tools will have the greatest impact.   

Executing 
You will need to build alignment on your team. Here are some things to consider: 

 Testing is often the “forgotten” step that no one cares about.  Ensure your team is motivated to 

make the change. 

 Consider how you want to metric the effect that improving your software test process has on 

the quality of the code you deliver.  

 Remember that doing software test well will be an ongoing process.  In taking that first step, 

begin with something that your team values as having the highest return on the investment. 

http://www.ni.com/labviewcoe

